**Access, Parking, and Motor Vehicle Related:**

"Motorized vehicle" means any device which can transport person(s) or property using an energy source (fuel, gasoline) other than wind or muscle-power; a bicycle is muscle-powered. "Screw-in steps," "boat," "arrest," "screw-in," "screw in" mean screw-in steps, etc.).

**Boating Related:**

"Vessel" or "water craft" means every type of device (such as sailboat, ship, boat, raft, canoe, etc.) used for transportation on water. **Rules for Fire, Trash, Alcohol, and Glasses:**

- Unlawful to use or ignite fireworks.
- Unlawful to set fire to contents of trash container or place, burn trash of any kind.
- Unlawful to start or build a fire of any kind, except in stove or grill provided by DNR.
- Unlawful to store or leave any items for more than 24 hours, on any State land - except lawful blind/stands (see Hunting rules) and lawfully used camp sites (see Camping rules).
- Unlawful to disturb a forest road with any device disturbing surface more than 2 inches.

**Hunting Related:**

"Public Hunting" means public use for hunting with all appropriate required licenses, in correct season, safety conditions, etc. There are many detailed specific rules for hunting.

**Target Shooting:**

Target shoot in appropriate areas. State shooting ranges have specific rules.

**Rules for Dogs, Pets, Horses and Riding Animals, etc.**

- Obey all signs for pets. Identified service animals (leader dogs for blind, etc.) are not pets but legal accommodations.
- There are special use areas and rules for hunting with dogs, dog training, or dog field trials.
- Unlawful to possess a dog or other pet animal, except if they are under your immediate control on a leash of 6 feet or less, in a 24-hour designated recreational-day-use areas.
- Unlawful to ride or lead a horse, saddle, or bridle pack animal, other riding animal, or any animal-driven vehicle on any State land, except on: roads open to motor vehicles; on DNR designated horse/railway or bridle paths; in designated campgrounds for animal use; and/or on any State forest land not posted closed to such use or entry. See other equestrian rules for details.